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Abstract — An analytical framework for noncoherent decision
feedback detection is introduced while considering nonorthog-
onal binary modulation (NBM) over the synchronous Gaussian
K-user channel. Following the key idea of noncoherent decorre-
lating decision feedback detection (NC-DDFD) proposed in [1], a
K-parameter class of NC-DDFDs is deﬁned. The symmetric en-
ergy measure is deﬁned as the worst-case (over users) asymptotic
effective energy for noncoherent detection. Without making any
simplifying assumption about error propagation, the NC-DDFD
that optimizes symmetric energy among the
K-parameter class
of detectors is derived. Since the NC-DDFD based on the gener-
alized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) proposed in [1] belongs to the
K-parameter class of NC-DDFDs, the optimum NC-DDFD out-
performs the GLRT based NC-DDFD in symmetric energy. Like
the latter detector, the optimum NC-DDFD does not require the
knowledge of the energies or phases of any of the users’ trans-
missions. Exact expressions for symmetric energy and upper and
lower bounds for symbol error rate (SER) and asymptotic ef-
fective energies are obtained for the optimum NC-DDFD. Rules
for ordering users are obtained that guarantee that the optimum
NC-DDFD can user-wise outperform the parallel bank of post-
decorrelative GLRT detectors of [3].
I. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a binary signaling scheme where each of the
K users
of a multiuser channel transmits one of two nonorthogonal signals
to send one bit of information. After passing through an additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, the superposition of the
K
signals arrive in symbol synchronism at the receiver. A bank of
2
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matched ﬁlters at the receiver is used to extract the sufﬁcient statis-
tics. The psuedo-linear discrete-time model for the sampled outputs
of the matched ﬁlters can be obtained as in [3] as
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h user’s received energy per bit, assumed equal for both signals
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g depending on whether the signal transmit-
t e db yu s e r
k is the ﬁrst or the second signal, respectively. The noise
vector
n is zero-mean, complex, circularly symmetric Gaussian ran-
dom vector with covariance matrix
￿
2
R.
II. THE
K-PARAMETERCLASS OF NC-DDFDS
Assume that the users are indexed in the order in which they are
detected. The
k
t
h user’s decision is made after the decisions of past
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Following the idea of noncoherent decision feedback introduced in
[1], consider for user
k, an ‘expurgated’ version of the MF outputs
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￿
k is a real-valued and
positive parameter corresponding to user
k a n di sa l l o w e dt ob ea
function of past decisions. This completes the description of the
K-
parameter class of NC-DDFDs. We will refer to an arbitrary member
of this class as
￿
￿.
The NC-DDFD based on the generalized likelihood ratio test
(GLRT) proposed in [1] is a member in the class of NC-DDFDs de-
ﬁned above. In particular, the parameters
f
￿
k
g take on values that
depend on past decisions and have the nice feature of not requiring
the knowledge of signal energies for their determination. While re-
taining this desirable feature, a key objective of this paper is to seek
an NC-DDFD that is optimum in symmetric energy among the class
of NC-DDFDs.
III. SYMMETRICENERGY
If the bit error probability in the multiuser channel for user
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of a NC-DDFD
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) is deﬁned as the worst-case asymptotic effec-
tive energy.
The results mentioned in the abstract will be presented.
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